
76 percent of beryllia (BeO), 4 percent of alumina
(A12O3), and 20 percent of zirconia (ZrO2), with an
admixture of 2 weight percent of calcia (CaO). This
body becomes practically impervious at temperatures
between 1,500° and 1,600° C in both electric and
gas-fired furnaces, with a resultant shrinkage of about
20 percent and an apparent density of about 3.3
g/cm3.

The results of this study indicate that some of the
porcelains within the beryllia field of the system
beryllia-alumina-zirconia may be of use as com-
ponents for various heat engines where high strength
and some degree of elasticity, rather than the ulti-
mate in refractoriness, are desired.

The authors acknowledge the assistance of L. G.
Lambert in the preparation, maturing, and testing of
the specimens.
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Some Electrical Relations in Galvanic Couples*
By H. D. Holler

The electrical relations are developed for a galvanic couple (short-circuited cell) with
and without polarization by externally applied current. Their significance in the derivation
of criteria for cathodic protection is demonstrated. The mechanism of current flow between
couples at different potentials is explained. The importance of galvanic-couple theory in
governing current distribution over an electrode surface is indicated.

I. Introduction
In the study of electrode processes, an under-

standing of the electrical relations in galvanic couples
and of their behavior toward externally applied
current is essential. I t has, of course, been known
since the lime of Galvani and Volta, that a bimetallic
junction in contact with an electrolyte is a source of
electromotive force and current. While there is
some question regard ing the exact source of the end',
i( can be show 11 by t hermod vna.mics t hat the chemical
potential of such a system manifests itself as an
end', theoretically capable of delivering current.

In accordance with Nernst's law, it is also well
known that an end' may exist between two areas of
the same metal, each in different environments, and
a galvanic current will How when they are metalhcly
connected. Even in the case of a pure metal, in an
electrolyte, galvanic currents may Mow between its
different crystal faces, from cracks in its surface to
surrounding areas, or between areas in different

1 The term "ga lvanic coup le" or " c o u p l e " is used in this pnprr for the sake of
brevity and means a galvanic (-ell having Its electrodes metallicly connected
through an external resistance 1 hat may (»• negligibly small.

states of oxidation. As a result, the conditions
favoring the existence of galvanic couples in the
phase boundary are nearly always fulfilled whenever
a metal comes into contact with an electrolyte. In
connection with the "local-cell" theory of corrosion,
some of the electrical relations governing these
currents have been derived by Midler, Akimow, and
Thomasow, and others [I].2 There are galvanic
circuits of all magnitudes ranging from those of
molecular dimensions to those of great size existing
underground. They are present, to some extent, on
the electrodes in practically all electrochemical proc-
esses. Systems of several electrodes have been
studied by many workers including Brown and
Mears, Landau and Pet rocelli [2].

While thermodynamics defines the driving force of
an electrochemical reaction, the rate of the la t ter is
controlled by irreversible factors, represented by
polarization, as defined in its broadest sense; t h a t is,
including resistive potential differences also. Some-
t imes, as in electric batteries, it is desirable that the
polarization resulting from delivery of current to an

F i g u r e s i n b r a c k e t s i n d i c a t e t h e l i t e r a t u r e r e f e r e n c e s a t t l i e e n d o f t h i s p a p e r .
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external circuit be kept at a minimum. However, in
these same batteries, the polarization of any galvanic
couples on the surfaces of the individual electrodes
should be a maximum, in order to reduce the "self-
discharge" of the electrode. This may be accom-
plished by the proper choice of pure materials, the
use of inhibitors, or by other means.

In other electrochemical processes, such as electro-
plating, the reaction at the electrode may be selec-
tively determined by its polarization. For example,
when the dissolution of a metal anode with high
current-efficiency is desired, additions to the electro-
lyte may be made for the reduction of polarization.
At the cathode, the control of polarization by
chemical or electrical means may determine the
proportions of elements deposited and their distri-
bution. Thus, the "throwing power" of an electro-
plating solution is a function of the rate of change of
polarization with current [3].

In corrosion mitigation, it is fortunate when,
through self-polarization of the galvanic couples, the
galvanic currents become negligible. This is the
basis of the mechanism of passivity developed by
Mears and Brown [4]. The presence of such gal-
vanic couples and their polarization may thereby
explain why some metals do not corrode, as well as
why others do corrode. The protection of a metal by
a coating of another metal depends largely upon the
electrical characteristics of the galvanic couples
involved and the principles of cathodic protection.
An understanding of these principles also requires a
derivation of the relations among the electrode
potentials, currents, and resistances involved in a
galvanic cell on closed circuit. Since opening this
circuit is usually impossible, only a few electrical
measurements can be made. The most important
of these is the potential of the couple with reference
to another electrode of constant potential. Un-
fortunately, this measurement by itself is usually of
limited value in ascertaining the corrosion status.

However, if an external current be applied to the
couple, any change in the relation of its potential to
the applied current may supply valuable information.
Before such information may be correctly inter-
preted, an elementary analysis of the electrical
relations is required.

II. Derivation of Basic Electrical Relations
Let figure 1, A represent a galvanic couple con-

sisting of separate electrodes where ea and ec are
the polarized anode and cathode potentials,3 respec-
tively. The term "polarized potential" means that
the potential is a function of current. This results
from the electrochemical effects of current at the
interface. We shall assume that the anode and
cathode are each free from local couples. Since the
effect of time will not be considered here, ea and ec
are momentary values. Then by Ohm's law

i.ea—ec)—i0 (ra+rc) = 0, (1)

where ra and rc are the resistances, mainly ionic,
associated with the anode and cathode, respectively,
and i0 is the momentary value of the galvanic current.
The external resistances Ra and Rc between ea and ee
are neglected here and throughout this paper, as
their omission makes no difference in the argument.
The potential difference (EG—ES) between the
terminal G and an electrode having a constant
potential Es may be measured with a potentiometer
and expressed by the following equations:

(EG-Es)-(ea-Es)+iora=0 (2)

and
(ec-Es)+iorc=0. (3)

If now a potential difference Et be applied by closing
kB in figure 1, B, a current / will be superposed on

3 "Potential" as used in (his paper is a potential level referred to some electrode
of constant value in the same electrolyte.

FlGUBE 1. Electrical relations between a galvanic couple and reference eleetroile.

POT is a high-resistance voltage Indicator. A, Withoul external current; B, with external current.
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the galvanic couple if Et5^(EG—Es). It will flow
internally from Es toward the couple if Et^> (EG—Es).
We shall consider Es to be unpolarized, that is, its
potential is not changed by current J. Let rs be the ,
ionic resistance between Es and the point S where / a s

divides into two components, ia through ra and ic
through rc. Then ia—

to

-Irt, (ea—ec)_ (ea—ec) Ire

—rc—ra

(12)

(8)

; = / « , (13)

Ia=ia—io and Ic=ic
J
ri0,

Ia and Ic being measurable.

(4)

At the instant of closing the switch kB, we shall
assume that ea and ec as well as ra and rc, are un-
changed by current / . As a result the momentary
value of i0 is the same as in figure 1, A, and eq 1, 2,
and 3 still hold. We shall consider the distribution
of Ia and Ic such that each electrode is either wholly
anodic, or wholly cathodic.

Taking meshes 1 and 2 in figure 1, B clockwise,
then by Kirchoff's laws:

Likewise

Now let

(ea—ec)-\-(ia—io)ra—(ic-j-io)rc = 0. (5)

Et-(ea-Es)-(ia-io)ra-Irs=0. (6)

Et-Ir>=E, (7)

where E=tha,t portion of the potential difference Et
that is applied directly to the couple between the
junction point S and the terminal G.

Rewriting eq 5 and 6

(ia—io)ra~ (ic+io)rc= — (ea—ec),

-(ia-ioVa =-[E-(ea~Es)}

and solving

-rc[E-(ea-Es)] E-(ea-E,)
1 % = =

(8)

(9)

1 a' c i a
=la. (10)

Likewise

-ra[E—(ea— Es)]—ra(ea—ec)

E-(ec-Es)

•rare

= L.

In eq 10 and 11, it is seen that for given values of
c,, and ec the relative magnitude of /^determines the
direction of the current through each electrode. For
e x a m p l e , no current ( lows to t h e a n o d e un les s
E (ra-E8).
Then i,n^>i0 and /a^>0.

Now let us derive additional equations evaluating
the same currents. Again, by KirchofFs laws, we
have

and

(fig

— rc — ra (ra+rc) ra+rc
 c'

In eq 13 and 14 it is seen that, since from eq 1

ra-\-rc

Irt

ra+r<
and i c = Ir

ra+rc

(15)

(16)

Before switch kB was closed, the emf (EG—ES) of
the galvanic couple followed from eq 2 and 3. Thus,

(EG-ES) = (ea- Es) - iora (17a)

= (ec-Es) + iorc (17b)

On closing kB the applied potential difference Et

is opposed by emf, (EG—ES).
Thus

Et-(EG-Es)-Irs-IRG=0,

where RG is the resistance of the couple.
Introducing E, as defined in eq 7

E-(EG-El
=RG.

(18)

(19)

To evaluate UG, let us proceed by equating the
two expressions for ia—-i0 given in eq 10 and 13.
Thus,

X // _̂ a £/ £ ^ a c' J . (OC\\

ra (ra+rc) (ra+rc) '

Since (ea~ ec)/(ra-\-rc) = i0, eq 20 becomes

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(1 i) a n d s i n c e eq 17a m a y b e w r i t t e n

e q 21

E-{Ea-E,)=I
ra+rc'

(hen from eq 1!) a n d 23 we o b t a i n
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FIGURE 2. Polarization curves for anode A, cathode C, and galvanic couple G, showing possible
discontinuities at Ip and I q.

III. Polarization of a Galvanic Couple

In order to understand more clearly the potential-
current relations resulting from the application of
current to a galvanic couple, let us synthesize the
diagram in figure 2, where all quantities indicated
may be measured directly or calculated from experi-
mental data. It comprises three polarization curves,
one for the anode A, one for the cathode O, and one
for the galvanic couple G. Consider two separate
electrodes, A and C, having open-circuit potentials
Ea and Ec, and a reference electrode at potential
level Es, all three being in the same electrolyte.
Beginning with zero current, let us polarize the
electrode potential represented by Ec, cathodically,
that is, pass current Ic from the electrolyte to the
electrode. In order to do this, a potential difference
E greater than Ec is required. The relation E/Ic
represents the cathode polarization curve, and when
Ic becomes equal to Ip, the cathode potential is
equal to Ea. Next, beginning with zero current,
let us polarize anodically the electrode whose "open-
circuit" potential is represented by Ea, that is, pass
current, /„ from electrode to electrolyte. This
requires a potential difference E less than Ea. The
relation E/—Ia represents the anode polarization
curve, and when —/„ becomes equal to — Iq, the
anode potential is equal to Ec.

After these polarization curves have been sep-
arately constructed, let the two electrodes be elec-
trically connected. Then when the potential, E,
is equal to Eo, ao external current / enters or leaves
the couple, and —Ia=Ic—i0- If now we polarize
the couple 0 cathodically by increasing / in the
"charge" direction the applied potential required is
E Eo I TR0 where R(1 is the resistance of the
couple.

When E=Ea, 1=0; when E=Ea, Ia= 0, and when
E=EC, Ic=0. The conditions for cathodic protec-

tion are /«=0, E=Ea and I=Ic=Ip=the protective
current.

Then, from eq 13 we have

(25)
ra+rc

likewise, when / c =0, —I=Ia=Iq, and from eq 14
we have

then

and

ra+rc * ra-\-rc

^—^=Ip and ^—-•

J- p'J- q &a

ra+re

It also follows from eq 27 that

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

Equation 28 may also be derived from the trigonom-
etry of figure 2 as follows:

tan 0=-°=
q

Rearranging and combining

. _IP>g _ IPI
l

(30)

(31)

(32)
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If, therefore, it be possible to estimate Iv and Ig
from changes in the E/I relation as indicated in fig-
ure 2, the magnitude of galvanic current io may be
evaluated from eq 28 and 32; and the ratio of the
electrode resistances rjrc may be obtained from eq
29. The measurement of I\, and particularly Ip,
by any means, direct or indirect, is therefore of
prime importance in evaluating the characteristics
of a galvanic couple.

IV. Partition of the Applied Current

The partition of / into its anodic and cathodic
components may be interpreted either from eq 10
and 11 or from eq 13 and 14, and figure 1 B.

Since

1c \ 1o J- c
(33)

the term "partition" is ambiguous unless denned as
ia/ic or IJJ-C- If the measurable ratio be used, then

or

Ia_[E-(ea-Es)]-rc

Ic [E-(ec-Es)].ra

Irc . , Ir,

- +
-I c &a ~Ira Tr

v —1 - v1 a\ I

(34)

(35)

If ea=ec, io=0, and both eq 34 and 35 become

(36)h
Ic

ra

When ea and ec are not equal, partition of current
IJIC is determined by the product of the emf-
difference ratio E—(ea—Es)/E—(ec—Es) and the
resistance ratio rc/ra as in eq 34.

The partition of current may also be expressed by
an equation, including a term that expresses the rate
of change of polarization of the anode with current;
and also a similar one for the cathode.

Thus, from eq IO and II , and still assuming Es to
be constant, we have by elimination of E,

h
Ic

rc+
ifie-E,)

Ic

ra+
(A, (37)

la

Taking the partial derivative of eq LO with respect
to /„, we have

—Es), roconstant, (37a)

similarly from eq I I we have

Es), /•, constant, (37b)

and dividing 37b by 37a we have

ZE

where b(ec— ES)/Z>IC and Z(ea— Es)/bla represent the
rates of change in counter emfs ec and ea with
currents, Ic and Ia respectively.

Equation 37 is a general expression of the potential-
current relations, which govern the current distribu-
tion over any electrode, For example, in electro-
plating, the current is opposed not only by resistance
but also by the emf of polarization, which tends to
divert the current to more remote areas and thereby
exhibit "throwing power". Also, in cathodic pro-
tection a high rate of change of counter emf with
current tends to divert more current to remote areas
than if current partition were controlled entirely by
resistance,

V. Measurement of EQ

As previously indicated, the chief measurable
characteristic of a "closed circuit" galvanic cell is its
potential EG with reference to a standard electrode
Es.

Equations 17 represent the value of the emf
(EG — ES), which is indicated graphically in figure 3,
A and B. When an external emf Et is applied,
(kB closed, fig. 1 B) and Ey>{EG—Es), the resistive
components indicated in eq 38 are added to eq 17,
giving eq 39.

IBG=iara=icrc (38)

(Ea-Es) +lRa=(ett—E,) -iora+iara (39a)

= (ec-Es)+iorc + icrc (39b)

or, using the real currents, Ia and Ic,

(EG-Es)+IRo=(ea-Es)±Iara (40a)

= (ec-Es)+Icrc (40b)

Ia is positive if £T>(ea E,) and negative if AT<
(ea—Es) as in figure 35 . With current- / (lowing
(/•, and />•„ closed) through the couple, the potential
difference Et={Ea—Es)

JrIrs
JrIRG is measured

directly, by using a potentiometer.
In order to determine {EQ Es) during passage of

external current /, it is necessary to cancel the re-
sistive component Irs \ //»',, from the above poten-
tiometer measurement. Two methods of doing this
are briefly as follows: first, if kA, figure I, />', be
closed immediately after opening kB, Eo Es may
be observed by a, suitable voltage indicator, POT.
This of course may be done manually if EQ is the
same whether / is on or off. However, if EQ is a.p
preciablv affected l>\ / , then it must be observed a"
1 • • t.
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FIGURE 3. Potential-current relations in a galvanic couple.

A, Without external current; B, with external current.

the instant of current interruption. This may be
done by a suitable commutator [5], which opens kB
for short periods in succession, during which kA is
momentarily closed, The voltage indicator will then
give an average value of EG during the periods when
7=0. By using the proper commutator speed,
period of interruption, and indicator, the observed
average can be made approximately equal to the
true value of EG during the flow of current 7. The
use of an electronic interruptor [6] and amplifier with
high-speed recorder or oscillograph [7], permits the
measurement of emf, free of ir drop, with high
precision.

A second method of cancelling the ir components,
Irs-{-IRG from the measurement of (EG—ES) is based
on the Wheatstone bridge principle [8]. To balance
the bridge, having an emf in one arm, use is made of
a short interruption of current 7, or a part of 7, by
touching a key. After the balance, the values of
(EG—ES) and also of (rs-\-RG) are directly observed.

Let us now suppose that through electrochemical
effects resulting from flow of current, the emf,
(ea—ec) be changed to (e'a—e'e). Then the galvanic
current will also be changed from i0 to i0 in accord-
ance with Ohm's law. Thus

Their substitution in eq 10, 11 and 13, 14 give the
following:

ra

ra+rc

ra

r c ji
—; == 1 ni

ra—rc

(43 a)

(43b)

(44 a)

(44b)

Each new set of values of Ta and I'c> if plotted ac-
cording to figure 2 will give a succession of corre-
sponding diagrams, each with a new E'o level.

VI. Conditions for Cathodic Protection

From eq 43a and 44a, it follows that when

i'a=i'oorE=(e'a—Es),

(41)

From the new values in eq 41, a new value for the
galvanic couple potential is also obtained. Tims,
eq 2 and 3 are written

(Eg - Et) = (e'a-Es) - i'ora (42a)

= (e'e-Ea)+i'ore (42b)

The emf {E'a—E3) may be observed by either of
I lie above methods. For each increment in applied
current new sets of values for i'o, e'a, e'e and /',','• are
obtained, depending upon the length of lime of
application.

which is the "current" criterion for cathodic pro-
tection. Then also e'a=Ea, and therefore E= (Ea—
E,), which is the "potential" criterion for cathodic
protection.

The diagram used in figure 2 for expressing the
electrical characteristics of a galvanic couple has the
practical advantage that it may be constructed from
results of polarization measurements on individual
electrodes. However, in the case of a galvanic cell
on dosed circuit, the only measurable emf com-
ponent is (E'Q—ES). Let us consider what relation
if bears to the criteria for cathodic protection.
From eq 40a, we have

{E'o- -/<;,) \-rBo=Wa-Et)±rara.
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When cathodic protection is achieved,

(E'G-Es)+I'RG=(Ea-Es). (45)

If the measured value of (Er
 G—Es) becomes equal

to (Ea—Es), the applied potential exceeds the crite-
rion for cathodic protection by the amount I'RG.
A method of measuring RG (independently of Irs) is
not yet available. If RG is negligibly small, the
equality (Ea—ES) = (EG—Es) is an accurate criterion
of cathodic protection. If RG is relatively high, the
observed value of (EG—ES) is not an accurate
criterion. This fact indicates the need for a tech-
nique by which RG may be measured.

The relation of E to / (fig. 2) will now be con-
sidered. First, if E be increased from E=EG to
E=Ea, the liberation of hydrogen may be expected
to increase in proportion to the increase in Ic. If E
be further increased, / a > 0 and liberation of hydrogen
may then be expected to increase in proportion to
the increase in (Ja+7C). If Ia is sufficiently large,
the increased rate of evolution of hydrogen above
Ip may manifest itself as a discontinuity in the Ejl
relation. If, instead of hydrogen evolution, some
other reduction process occurs, such as reduction of
oxygen, of a film, or of some other depolarizer, there
may be no evidence of a discontinuity in the E/I
relation.

Second, if E be decreased from E=EG to E=EC,
the liberation of hydrogen should decrease in propor-
tion to the decrease in Ic. When / becomes equal
to —Ig, Ic=0, and liberation of hydrogen should
entirely cease. If — / b e further increased in the
negative direction, either metal will be dissolved or
oxygen will be liberated in proportion to — ( / a +/ c ) .
If liberation of oxygen occurs, a discontinuity, even
more abrupt than that due to liberation of hydrogen,
may be observed.

The effect of any change; in values of ra or rc may
be interpreted from figure 3, A. For example, if
(pa—£c) remains constant, and rc decreases, then i0,
according to eq 1 must increase. This will increase
the numerical value of —iora, and, consequently, EG
will be lowered. If, on the other hand, the cathodic
resistance is increased by the presence of n hydrogen
film, the accompanying change in resistive potential
is in the same direction as an increase in the emf
component, ee, and i0 must decrease. An increase
in /•„ would result in a Lowering of Eo and conversely.
It can therefore be seen that an increment or decre-
ment in E (also in E(!) may occur when E^>Ea, or
E^>EC, not only as the result, of liberation of hydro-
gen, but also if the anodic or cathodic resistance
changes.

VII. Multiple Galvanic Couples

Let us now consider the electrical relations between
two galvanic couples (/?) and (0) having different
potentials with reference to Es. For example, in
figure 4, EGB m:|> represent the reducing potential
and EQO, the oxidizing potential. Such conditions
exist on iron in a wet clay where one area is poorly

FIGURE 4. Multiple galvanic couples.

A, One at oxidizing potential, Eao; B, one at reducing potential, Eos.

aerated (0) and the other is well aerated (R). Then

EGo-EGR=r(RGo+RGR+r), (46)
where

RGO=the resistance of couple EGO.
RGR=the resistance of couple EGR.

r=internal resistance of the path of
current / between the couples (ex-
ternal resistance being neglected).

/ ' = current supplied by the anodic couple
(0) to the cathodic couple (R).

Couple (R) is therefore receiving some cathodic
protection at the expense of couple (0). Such
protection is complete only if / ' becomes equal to
the Ip, required by the cathodic (R) couple.

In this illustration, complete cathodic protection
without external current is impossible because it
would require the protective current IP to flow to the
potential level Ea, which is higher than that of the
current source. Such relations also apply in the
field of metal coatings, where the coating may behave
like a galvanic couple. 1 f it is anodic toward the base
metal, which itself also has a potential level depend-
ing on i t s g a l v a n i c - c o u p l e p r o p e r t i e s , t h e n figure 4 ,
shows that cathodic protection is not complete when
the coating is perforated. For example, couple {<))
m i g h t represent a z i n c c o a t i n g o n i r o n a s t h e b a s i s
metal represented by (R).

When an external potential difference /',', is applied
to multiple couples, the current distr ibution to them
depends upon their EQ values and the resistances r
between them and the auxiliary electrode. T h u s , in
figure ">. where a metal is represented as having a
reducing (/»') and an oxidizing area (()), local currents
/. Mow from the anodes a to the cathodes r, in each
area. In addit ion, a " long-l ine" current I ' may
How from the local anodes in the oxidizing area to the
local cathodes in the reducing area.. If now Et be
gradually increased from zero, current ICR "'ill begin
t o ( l o w f i r s t t o t h e a r e a o f l o w e s t p o t e n t i a l , t h a t i s , t o
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FIGURE 5. External potential difference, Et, and current
applied to multiple galvanic couples.

the cathodes of the reducing area. When

(47)

/ ' becomes zero, and current iCo will begin flowing to
the oxidizing area. Consequently, if rCR^>rco, it may
be possible to polarize the oxidizing area (0) to the
potential Ea, and achieve cathodic protection there,
before it is possible at the reducing area, where a much
higher value of Et may be required for complete cath-
odic protection. That is, even though the rate of cor-
rosion may be less in the reducing area, a higher value
of Et may be required there for complete protection,
than in the oxidizing area. However, it is fortunate
that protection in the oxidizing area, where it may
be needed most, is the more easily accomplished.

Conversely, if rCiJ<rco, a very high value of iCR
may be required to meet the condition represented
by eq 47. This is unfortunate, if corrosion is more
severe in the oxidizing area.

VIII. Summary

The electrical theory of galvanic couples has been
outlined as a basis for an understanding of the
polarization of electrodes. It applies to most electro-
chemical processes including those in batteries,

electrodeposition of metals and other electrolytic
processes, and corrosion. By the technique of
separated electrodes, some of the electrical quantities,
which together comprise the characteristics of the
galvanic couples, may be measured or computed.
In the usual galvanic couple, which is a galvanic cell
on closed circuit, electrical measurement is prac-
tically limited to determining its potential EG in
reference to an electrode of constant potential Es.
The relations of EG to applied current / , and applied
potential difference E, is developed for a couple
having resistance BG- From these, both "current"
and "potential" criteria for cathodic protection are
derived. The theory is also applied to multiple
galvanic couples at different potentials.
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